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NCSSMA View of Vision 2025 

The National Council of Social Security Management Associations (NCSSMA) is committed to the 
success of the Social Security Administration (SSA) by maintaining and improving customer service, 
addressing program integrity and encouraging employee development.  We would like to pursue an 
active and collaborative role at all stages of formulating the agency’s long-range strategic vision, which 
recognizes the necessity of community-based field offices for payment accuracy and fraud prevention, 
as well as accomplishing program simplification and systems integration in conjunction with improving 
online services.  NCSSMA will help formulate plans for overcoming possible barriers to achieving a 
sustainable SSA Vision 2025, which responds to customers’ changing needs and delivers high quality 
services anywhere and anytime, regardless of the service delivery vehicle. 

The publication of SSA’s Vision 2025 document presents a compelling narrative.  While many details 
remain to be worked out, there is sufficient material contained in the 37 pages of text to grasp the 
picture of what SSA anticipates it will look like a decade from now.  We support the overall themes of 
the Vision, but a number of areas raise concerns. 

In reviewing the plan, it appears that SSA may be envisioning the future without proper consideration 
to the present or coming challenges confronting Federal agencies, including itself.  NCSSMA 
approached our analysis of the Vision 2025 document by focusing on the three priorities of the agency 
(pp. 13-20) – superior customer service, exceptional employees, and an innovative organization.  We 
examined it through three “lenses” which we feel will better reflect the situation from the field office 
perspective. 

First, the political environment is a significant concern.  A number of the “enablers” required for the 
Vision to become reality will require legislative changes.  At present, in a deeply partisan and divided 
legislature, there does not seem to be either the will or ability to move such fundamental restructuring 
through the legislative process.  In addition, for those changes that are merely regulatory in nature, 
SSA must be certain that Congress will support our rule-making authority and not reverse it through 
future legislation. 

Secondly, fiscal realities are also of considerable concern.  The Vision plan is transformational and 
many of the “enablers” will require significant funding allocations.  Given the above-noted political 
environment, the approaching 2016 election cycle, and the fact that the Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) recently directed Executive Branch agencies to submit their Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 budget 
requests at five percent below their FY 16 request (and not, it will be noted, the yet-to-be enacted 
level), this seems unlikely at best. 

Finally, transformational visions require leadership commitment and relational capital to become 
reality.  Without a permanent Commissioner, a presidential and Congressional election cycle starting 
next year, and the certainty of a change of administration in January 2017, it is entirely feasible that 
the next administration may envision a completely different direction for SSA, and direct efforts (and 
funding) away from that delineated by the Vision.  Without leadership dedicated to seeing this vision  
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through to completion, it seems unlikely that many of the underlying enablers can actually be achieved 
in the near or long term. 
 

Superior Customer Service 

Superior customer service is providing efficient, concise, and clear services.  While Vision 2025 is 
founded on customer choice, it is clear the emphasis is on self-help, digital, and virtual services.  In 
January 2015, SSA conducted a public engagement survey to gauge public service preferences.  The 
survey questions placed an emphasis on these same service delivery channels, but with minimal face-
to-face contact.  One can deduce that Vision 2025 intends minimal face-to-face contact, but should 
that be the case, it must account for individuals with limited access to or ability to work with online 
services.  SSA field offices are familiar with the communities they serve, and are instrumental in 
helping the most vulnerable populations.  This sense of community is the cornerstone of exceptional, 
quality, government service.  Transition to a virtual service delivery eliminates this community-based 
familiarity.  

The Forward to Vision 2025 states that as an agency we are bound by a social contract.  For this reason, 
decisions on future service delivery and budget requests need to be customer based.  We must not 
permit budgetary concerns to cause us to neglect this contract.  We cannot allow waiting times to 
significantly degrade, telephone services to regress, or appointment calendars to exceed 60 days solely 
based on smaller budgets.  Doing so severely limits the public’s access to excellent service in the 
manner of their choosing.  For example, many individuals have a need to conduct service over a lunch 
break at work or while taking a break from school.  There is an economic need for benefits to start 
quickly.  Superior customer service exists when customers have their choice of the full range of 
services available based on their personal needs and preferences. 

Vision 2025 details how accurate information is another driver for superior customer service.  To 
mitigate inaccuracies and improper payments, our roadmap must include goals for accuracy, to be 
used in conjunction with our appraisal system.  Assessing an office by its statistical performance alone 
must be retired.  The pursuit of quality leads to efficiency, and must be measured accurately. 

Exceptional Employees 

Vision 2025 states that we will recruit and hire top talent.  Recently we had the opportunity to hire, 
and while this provided some relief, the current hiring authorities have limited our efforts to obtain the 
best, most qualified, and diverse applicants.  Flexibility to use additional hiring authorities, refinements 
to our hiring process, and improved incentives will allow us to attract top talent.  Once we have hired 
the best applicants, we need to provide them with quality training that is delivered timely and 
efficiently.  Exceptional employees need to know that there will be opportunities for advancement.  

Limitations on filling management positions and reductions in change of station pay will not encourage 
employees to stay with the agency long-term.  Reductions in management positions do not allow 
adequate support and leadership for our employees.  In addition, reductions in the number of the  
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Technical Expert and other GS-12 positions is an impediment to career development and contributes to 
a demoralized workforce with the lack of career advancement.   More virtual positions will also be 
needed.  Many employees cannot move for personal or financial reasons especially with change of 
station limitations.  Regional (RO) and Central Office (CO) promotional opportunities should be 
encouraged from all areas.  Employee development is often deferred when there is inadequate staffing 
to get the job done and when insufficient management is available to provide meaningful 
opportunities. 

Employee engagement cannot be overlooked, as this is critical during all planning stages for our future. 
Employees are drawn to agencies that provide flexibility in work hours, duty station, and modern 
technology and processing systems.  Vision 2025 recognizes that providing flexibility will empower 
employees, but the agency needs to make this a priority and involve employees at all levels in the 
process.  Staff at headquarters may not be the best to determine where our systems need to be 
updated, so SSA should find the experts (which should necessarily include field office end users) and 
consider their input. 

Innovative Organization 

Although an “innovative organization” should encompass the entirety of SSA, only three pages of the 
Vision are devoted to describing what that will look like in 2025.  Two areas mentioned, aligning our 
resources to best serve our customers and a data-driven culture (p. 18), would appear to be dependent 
upon leadership commitment and fiscal reality.  Without sufficient, sustained commitment from 
executive leadership, and adequate resources from Congress, neither of these capabilities is likely to 
become reality. 

The idea of continuous improvement cites customer and employee feedback as the primary influences.  
However, we see no indication of how we plan to solicit this feedback from the public.  Going forward 
and critical to employee buy-in, it is vital for agency leadership and the drivers of Vision 2025 to share 
with employees the methods used to gain customer input.  One of the problems with the National 
Academy of Public Administration (NAPA) vision was the lack of clarity regarding the information or 
benchmarking methods used to predict a future in such stark contrast with the present.  Further, if we 
are benchmarking private sector organizations or other government agencies when determining our 
future track, it would behoove our agency leadership to include field office and teleservice center 
management on the nature and rationale for such benchmarking. 

Another area of concern, involves program/rule simplification.  Absent Congressional interest and a 
cost-neutral basis, it has historically proven extremely difficult to simplify SSA’s program rules.  Even if 
Congress has an interest in making things more simple for the public, our experience has been that 
making things “easier for employees” has not been considered a strong enough basis for action.  This is 
especially true when – as in many cases – there will be additional administrative costs (such as the case 
in increasing SSI limited issue redeterminations) or program costs (such as eliminating the SSI “couple” 
concept).  The need for policy to require a cost-neutral basis ignores the realities that field offices deal  
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with on a daily basis, and in some cases ignores the savings that would be generated: but these are 
political decisions, and not necessarily driven by policy-based thinking. 

Fraud detection is another cornerstone in the edifice of public trust, hand-in-hand with program 
integrity.  The increasing incidence of fraud logically leads to higher scrutiny of and security within our 
programs, particularly our online applications.  To paraphrase the Secretary of Defense, we have to get 
it right every time – those out to exploit any weaknesses only have to get it right once.  This, again, 
blinks at the fiscal realities confronting SSA and the Federal government in general, particularly in a 
time of sequestration.  The recent Office of Personnel Management (OPM) data breach is a perfect 
example, affecting millions of current and former Federal employees.  Absent sufficient resources, we 
cannot hope to stay ahead of those who seek to do us harm, particularly when they only have to break 
through our systems once to erode decades of confidence in our systems and security.  The fact that 
such a known breach has not occurred at SSA to date is not a guarantee that such will not occur in the 
future.  

In addition, and specific to efforts on program integrity, the Vision 2025 document explains that “real-
time earnings reports and timely information enable us to make the right payments at the right time.”  
In principle, the idea of having immediate access to wage information is not new to SSA.  However, 
allowing such activities would require additional political and legislative support to change the rules for 
both the employer community and government.  Similar ideas and undertakings from years past failed 
to gain the traction necessary to become rule or policy. 

Recommendations 

We recommend that the agency’s position on the existing field office structure be made explicit.  As 
the Vision document states, customer choice is at the foundation of our service delivery channels.  As 
such, some mention of how the field office structure (the largest part of SSA) will appear in 2025 
should be included in the Vision.  

While the issue of hiring authorities is subject to government-wide regulation, we believe SSA has 
much to offer in terms of experience to the process.  We recommend that the agency advocate with 
OPM and, as necessary, Congress to improve or develop new authorities that will truly result in 
qualified, diverse, exceptional candidates for our positions.  As an agency, Social Security is one of the 
most successful domestic programs in American history; and it is a story that is told by its employees.  
Our current authorities do not lead to the “best and brightest,” but only to the best among a limited 
subset. 

A “data-driven organization” is an admirable goal, but is heavily dependent on two factors: sufficient 
resources, and quality data and analysis.  Without the right people in place to interpret the data, it is 
merely information – and has no applicability to business decisions.  Further, it is impossible to obtain 
quality data if sufficient resources are not allocated for this purpose – and redirecting scarce 
appropriations away from direct customer interaction does not contribute to superior customer 
service.  We recommend that the Social Security Administration establish meaningful goals that are  
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customer-centric, and that an operations budget is developed within the agency’s funding that 
establishes a realistic floor needed to achieve those goals. 

In addition, as an integral part of this, a true quality assurance system should be part of our future, to 
ensure that any errors discovered are corrected prior to adjudication.  Our current system of end-of-
line reviews allows errors to be made and later corrected.  True in-line quality would improve 
efficiency and accuracy, and thereby provide better customer service, and we recommend that such a 
system be established. 

As part of this quality assurance system, SSA needs to talk with the end-users of our systems: 
employees and the public.  We need transparent methods of obtaining feedback from both internal 
and external customers on how we are doing, and whether we are meeting the needs of all of our 
stakeholders; and this needs to be accomplished in such a manner that it is free from question about 
its purpose.  We recommend that public surveys be designed to gauge the public’s desire for electronic 
services, and when surveyed, that they also be asked to rank such services against the traditional face-
to-face and telephone models.  Asking about electronic services in a vacuum will not provide a true 
picture that is useful in determining the agency’s future direction. 

We also recommend that SSA do more to tell its story – publish the results of surveys widely, and 
disseminate more information about our programs through different media channels.  The more 
people understand about “their Social Security system,” the more likely the agency is to have a true 
picture of the landscape of public opinion.  This will also improve the agency’s transparency with its 
stakeholders, about which many have expressed concern.  

The overall vision presented in SSA’s Vision 2025 document is compelling, but presents a view that 
does not appear to mesh well with our current or near-term environment.  It is closer to a dream than 
to reality.  The political environment, fiscal realities, and potential variations in leadership and 
commitment to the vision will be subject to myriad changes in the coming decade.  Without a 
significant assurance that these environmental variables can be managed successfully, we fear that the 
bright future envisioned will be gradually side-tracked further and further from the original goal; and as 
long as SSA is unable to control its own budget, that future would appear to be in question. 
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